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Abstract
In order to overcome the performance bottleneck due to collisions and their resolution
in random access LANs, a new network architecture called a broadcast star network with
collision avoidance has been proposed and studied by many researchers [2 - 15],^,^he perfor
mance of a broadcast star network is also studied in a companion paper [11], assuming an
infinite station population and synchronous operation of the network.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of a broadcast star network assuming a finite
number of stations, and we obtain the throughput and the distribution of transmission
delays. An exact analysis is presented first. However, this analysis is computationally
practical for networks with a small number of stations only. Therefore, an approximate
analysis is also presented for a network having a large number of stations. The accuracy of
our approxirnation is examined through simulations.
1. Introduction
Random access protocols exhibit small transmission delays under light traffic conditions,
since stations transmit as soon as they want access to the channel, and the probability of
a collision is low when traffic is light. However, as the network traffic increases, so do the
chances for collisions. The result is that channel utilization is reduced and packet delays are
increased [1].
In order to resolve this performance bottleneck in random access LANs, the broadcast
star network with collision avoidance has beenproposed and studied [2 - 15]. Anexperimental
broadcast star network can be found in [4, 5]. Papers [6 - 8, 14, 15] discuss various station
and switch protocols for networks based on collision avoidance. The performance has been
studied in [9 - 13].
In a broadcast star network, stations are connected to a central collision avoidance switch
by full duplex channels. Each of these channels comprises an uplink and a downlink. The
channel time is divided into slots, and stations transmit only at the beginning of a slot*.
The broadcast star network is similar to ALOHA networks in that two or more stations
may transmit packets at the same time. However, the broadcast star avoids losing the use
of the channel since collisions of simultaneously transmitted packets are eliminated by a
collision avoidance switch. If two or more packets arrive at the sviritch simultaneously, it
randomly selects one of the packets coming from the uplinks and blocks (or discards) all
* There are two possible operations of the broadcast star network: synchronous and asyn
chronous operations. In synchronous operation, the channel time is divided into slots, and
stations transmit only at the beginning of a slot. In asynchronous operation, transmissions of
packets are not confined to the beginning of time slots, and stations may start transmission
any time. As shown in a companion paper [11], a broadcast star operating under synchronous
mode yields better performance (i.e., smaller transmission delay and higher throughput) than
its asynchronous counterpart. Therefore we will only consider synchronous operation of the
network in this paper.
the other packets. The switch then broadcasts the selected packet on all the downlinks. It
should be noted that a collision avoidance switch does not buffer packets; no memory is used
to store-cind-forward packets.
The switch has twostates. It is busy from the time it has selected a packet to the time it
has finished broadcasting the packet on the downlinks. Otherwise the switch is idle. While
the switch is busy, all packets arriving on the uplinks are ignored in their entirety. Upon
going idle, the switch randomly selects one of the newly axriving packets to broadccist.
The important feature of a collision avoidance switch is that when two or more packets
contend for a switch, it is guaranteed that one of the packets acquires the switch and is
successfully transmitted through it. Thus, no channel time is wasted in the transmission
of collided packets, and the traditional penalty of random access is eliminated. Collision
avoidance can be implemented with very little circuitry. Implementation examples of a
collision avoidance switch are given in [2 - 4, 9].
The station protocol for the slotted broadcast star is very simple and is like slotted
ALOHA:
(1) A station transmits a newly arrived packet in the next slot following the time of its
arrival.
(2) After a propagation delay to and from the switch, the station monitors its downlink for
the broadcast of its packet.
(3) If the station does not see the start of its packet, then it retransmits the packet imme
diately in the following slot. <
(4) If the station does see its packet, it knows that the packet has won the switch and will
be broadcast in its entirety.
Note that in a broadcast star, stations do not defer retransmission. Stations resubmit
their packets as soon as they learn of transmission failure. Since no collision with an ongoing
transmission can occur in this broadcast star network, there is no need for the random delays
that ALOHA requires.
In a companion paper [11], the performance of a broadcast star network has been ana
lyzed assuming an infinite number of stations. In this paper, we assume a finite number of
stations and obtain the throughput and the distribution of transmission delays. In section
2, our assumptions and notations are described. In section 3, an exact analysis is presented.
However, this analysis is computationally practical for networks with a small number of sta
tions only. Therefore, in section 4, an approximate analysis is presented for a network having
a large number of stations. In section 5, numerical results are shown, and the accuracy of
our approximation is examined through simulations.
2. Model, Notations and Assumptions
We assume constant length packets. Time is slotted, and the slot length is equal to a
packet transmission time (packet length in bits divided by the chzinnel speed). We use the
slot length as a unit time.
We let N be the number of stations on the network. Stations are assumed to be ho
mogeneous, that is, the statistical characteristics of packet arrivals at different stations are
independent and identical. The arrival of a new packet occurs at a station with the prob
ability q (per slot). Each station has a buffer to store only one packet. We assume that a
station keeps a copy of a packet in its buffer until the packet is successfully received by its
destination. More precisely, we assume that the packet is kept in the buffer until the end
of the slot where the station starts receiving its successful broadcast. When a station has a
packet in its buffer, it is called busy. Otherwise, it is Ccdled idle. Apacket arriving at a busy
station will be lost.
Stations are located at the same distance from the switch. Let R denote the round trip
propagation delay to and from the switch (measured in slots). Since it takes R (slots) for
a station to know whether a transmission is successful or not, and since blocked packets
are immediately retransmitted in the following slot, the time required for a retransmission
is [R\ -I- 1 (slots). Here, [i?] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to R. When a
new packet is accepted at a station, it is immediately transmitted in the slot following its
arrival. If an initial transmission fails, a station retransmits a packet in every [R\ -|- 1-st
subsequent slot until the packet is successfully transmitted. Thus, transmissions ofa packet
are confined in this subsequence of slots which begins with the slot following the arrival of
a packet and continues with every [Rj + 1-st slot thereafter. See Figure 1. Therefore, we
can partition the slots into [i?J -|- 1 subsequences, each of which is called a logical channel
or just a channel for short. Let L denote the number of channels, i.e., L = [R\ + 1. Thus
slots 1,2,..., , [/ij -f- 1, [i2J -I- 2, Li2J -I- 3,... belong to channels 1,2,... [iJJ, L, 1,2,...,
respectively. Let s," denote a slot which belongs to channel i. A series of L consecutive
slots, {si,S2, •••,5/;}, constitute a cycle. The number of stations transmitting in a channel
is called the population of the channel.
We define the treinsmission delay D ias the time (measured in slots) from the beginning
of the slot immediately following the arrival of a packet to the time at which the packet
is completely received at its destination. If m retransmissions are required for a packet to
be successfully transmitted, transmission delay D is the sum of the time required for m
retransmissions and the time for a successful transmission. One retransmission takes [i2J -I-1
(slots), and a successful transmission takes ^ -f- 1 (slots). Therefore, the transmission delay
D (slots) for a packet which is successfully transmitted after m (m > 0) retransmissions is
given by:
D = tn X [iJJ -|-l)-|-i2-t-l« (2 —1)
From eq.(2-l), the mean and the variance of D become:
^[Z?] = ^[m]( [i2J-|-1)-|-.ft + 1, (2 —2)
Var[D] = Var[m]{[R\+l)'^. (2-3)
Higher moments of D can be also obtained from eq.(2-l).
In the following, we obtain the statistical characteristics of the number of retransmissions
m required for a packet to be successfully transmitted, the only unknown factor in eq.(2-l).
The number of required retransmissions m depends on the number of stations attempting to
access the same chcinnel. Although transmissions in different channels never contend with
one another, they are not totally independent. The population of one channel depends on
the population of other channels. Therefore, in order to obtain m, the population of each of
the channels needs to be observed.
3. Exact Analysis of a Broadcast Star Network with a Finite Station Population
In this section, we present an exact analysis for the performance of a broadc«ist star
network assuming a finite number (A^) of stations. The throughput, the mean, and the
variance of transmission delay cire obtained. The round trip delay R is assumed to be
greater than or equal to 1.0 in this section. For the case il < 1, the analysis presented in
section 4 gives exact results.
Since we assume a homogeneous network, channels are statistically identical in steady
state. Therefore, we observe channel 1 and obtain the performance measures there without
loss of generality. Our analysis is based on an imbedded Markov chain. We observe the
network in slots belonging to channel 1 (imbedded points), and obtain a set oflinearequations
relating system states at successive imbedded points. In the example shown in Figure1, slots
in channel 1 are indicated by a circle.
3.1 State of a Station and System State
In a broadcast star network, stations are in one of the following states:
• Idle State (denoted by ID), where a station is idle and has no packet to send.
• Initial Transmission State (denoted by IT), where a station is transmitting a new packet
that had arrived during the previous slot.
• Retransmission State (denoted by (RT, i)), where a station has a packet to be retransmit
ted. i {i = 1,2,..., L) refers to the channel in which the packet is initially transmitted.
If an initial transmission fails, a station immediately goes into this state and stays in
this state until the successful transmission of the packet takes place.
• Successful Transmission State (denoted by (ST, i)), where a station has sent a packet
successfully and is waiting for a broadcast of its packet, i {i = 1,2,... ,L) refers to the
channel in which the packet is successfully transmitted. A station goes into this state
immediately after the successful transmission of a packet in channel i (slot s,), and stays
in this state until the end of the broadcast of its packet.
To illustrate state transitions at a station, an example is given below. Note that, as
explained in section 2, slots are partitioned into cycles, each consisting of slots si, S2, •• •,
31, where Si denotes a slot belonging to channel i. Assume a new packet arrives at a
station during slot s,_i. Initial transmission of this packet takes place in the next slot Sj,
and the station goes into the initial transmission state IT in s,-. Assume that this initial
transmission feiils. The station consequently goes into a retransmission state (RT, i) in
s,+i, immediately cifter the initial transmission, i of (RT, i) indicates the channel where
the initial transmission of the packet took place. If the propagation delay R is large, the
station may not know the outcome of its transmission attempt in 3i by the beginning of slot
si+i. Nevertheless, we assume that the station goes into a retransmission state (RT, i) in
slot s,+i, if the transmission is bound to fail. This station stays in a retransmission state
(RT, z) until the retransmission of the packet takes place in slot Si of the next cycle. The
station is still in a retransmission state (RT,0 in slot Si where a retransmission is taking
place. Now, assume that this retransmission is successful. The station then moves to a
successful transmission state (ST,z) in slot s,+i, immediately after the retransmission. (If
the propagation delay R is large, the station may not know the outcome of its transmission
attempt in s,- by the beginning of slot s,+i. Nevertheless, we assume that the station goes
into a successful transmission state in slot if the retransmission is bound to succeed.)
The station remains in a successful transmission state until it receives a complete broadcast
of its packet. More precisely, the station remains in a successful transmission state until the
end of the slot during which the successful broadcast is completely received. Assume that
there is no new packet arrival during this slot, then the station goes into an idle state ID in
the next slot. Observe that a station in state (RT,z) or (ST,z) may change its state only in
slot Si.
Let ek represent the state of station k. Then tk is one of the following 2x L + 2 possible
states; ID, IT, (RT, z), or (ST,z); where z (z = 1,2,..., L) indicates the channel that the
initial transmission of a packet took place. If there axe N stations on a network, a state of
the network can be represented by a tuple (ei, 62, •••, The number of possible system
states is quite large and is on the order of (2 x L+ 2)^. Due to the large number ofpossible
system states, the exact analysis presented in this section is computationally practical only
for networks with a small number of stations. We arbitrarily enumerate all the possible
system states, and let Ej represent the j-th element. Note that 1 < i < Uaiate, where riatate
is the number of possible system states. Accordingly, elements of Ej are given suffix j:
^ •••1 (1 ^ J ^ ^3tate)i (3 —1)
where (fc = 1,2,..., N) represents the state of station k in system state Ej.
3.2 State Transition Probabilities
We first obtain state transition probabilities between successive slots. From the slot-by-
slot probabilities, the state transition probabilities between imbedded points axe obtained.
In the following, we observe the system in two consecutive slots s,- and Sj+i. Note that
if z = L, the slot next to si is si in the next cycle, not si+i. However, in order to avoid
unnecessary complication, we simply use Si and sj+i to represent two consecutive slots.
Let's first consider the possible state transitions at a station. The only possible transition
from an idle state ID in slot Si is to an initial transmission state IT in slot Si+i. The arrival
of a new packet at a station during slot Si causes this transition.
If a station is in an initial transmission state IT during s,-, it moves either to a successful
transmission state (ST,i) ifthetransmission is successful, or toa retransmission state (RT,i)
during slot s,>i otherwise.
Ifa station is ina retransmission stateduring slot Si, that station is either retransmitting
a packet in S| (if the state is (R,T,i)) or waiting for feedback of its previous transmission
attempt in channel j (if the state is (RT,j), j ^ i). If the station is in state (RT,i)
during slot s,-, then in the next slot, s,+i, the station either moves to state (ST,i) if the
retransmission is successful, or remains in the same state (RT, i) otherwise. If the station is
in state (RT,j) {j ^ i) during slot s,-, it remains in the same state (RT, j) during slot s,+i.
If a station is in a successful transmission state during slot s,-, that station is either
waiting for a broadcast of its packet (if the state is (ST, j) j ^ i) or actually receiving a
broadcast ofits packet (ifthe state is (ST, i)). Ifthe station is in state (ST,;) (; 7^ i) during
slot Si, (the station is waiting for a broadcast of its packet), it remains in the same state
(ST,;) in the next slot s,+i. If the station is in state (ST,i) during slot s,- (the station is
actually receiving a broadcast of its packet in slot s,), it either moves to an idle state ID, if
there is no arrival at the station during slot s,-, or moves to a transmission state IT, if there
is a new packet arrival during slot sj.
The transitions listed above are the only possible transitions at a station. From the above
observation, we can obtain the state transition probabilities from slot s,- to slot s,+i. Let
Pe>,e* ~ Pr[Ejt in slot Sj+i | E; in slot Si] denote the one step state transition probability
from state E; in slot s,- to state Ejfc in slot s,+i.
Ifa transition from E; = (ej, e^, e^,..., e^) to Efc = (ej,e^, e^,..., e^) requires a tran
sition (or transitions) other than those discussed above, transition from E; to is not
possible, thus the corresponding transition probability Pb^^ei, is zero.
For the other cases (i.e., for the cases ofpossible system state transitions), the transition
probabilities are obtained in the following way. Assume that the system is in state E; in
slot Si and moves to state Ejt in slot Si+i. We first define some helpful notation:
• "rdy (> 0) is the number of stations which are ready to accept a new packet arrival
during slot S|. A station can accept a new packet if it is idle or receiving a broadcast of
its own packet in slot s,-. Thus, is the number of stations whose states are either
ID or (ST, i) in state E;.
• "or (0 < riar < '^ rdy) is the number ofstations, among the n^jy stations ready to accept
a new arrival, which actually have a new packet arrived during slot s,-. Thus, riar is the
number of the stations whose states change from ID or (ST, i) in slot s,- to IT in slot
-Si-l-l.
(> 0) is the number of stations transmitting in slot s,-. This includes stations
transmitting a new packet and stations retransmitting a packet. In other words, ntx is
the number of stations whose state is either IT or (RT,i) in state E;. Note that one of
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the. ntx stations always succeeds with its transmission in slot s,-.
Using the above notation, the transition probability Pe,,b* is calculated below. If there
is no transmission in slot s,-, namely, if rttx is zero, stations are eitheridle (ID) or are waiting
for feedback from their respective transmissions ((RT,j) {j z) or (ST,/) (j' ^ i)). The
only possible state chajiges in this case are changes from ID to IT caused by new arrivals
at idle stations. Therefore, the state transition probability for this case becomes:
Pb,.e* = forntx=0, (3-2)
where q is the probability of having a new arrival at a station.
If there are ntx{> 0) stations transmitting in slot s,-, one of them will succeed with the
probability ^ and change its state. From this and the above discussion to obtain eq.(3-2),
we can obtain the state transition probability for this case as follows:
Pe>,b.=-9)"'°"'""", fornt, >0. (3-3)
Tlix
Eqs.(3-2) and (3-3) give the slot-by-slot state transition probabilities from slot s,- to slot
s,+i. The state transition probability matrix P for transitions between imbedded points is
given by:
p = n.iiP\ (3-4)
where P' is the transition probability matrix from slot Si to slot s,+i. The (;, ifc)-element of
P* isPE,,Ek given in eqs.(3-2) and (3-3). Note that imbedded points are at the slots belonging
to channel 1, i.e., slots si of the given cycle.
Let ttej be the steady state probability for a system to be in state Ey at imbedded points.
The steady state distribution 11 = (iteu ••• is obtained by solving the following set
of linear equations:
np = n,
= (3-5)
. j .
3.3 Throughput, Mean Delay, and Variance of Delay
From the steady state probability distribution 11 obtained in the previous subsection, we
can obtain various performance measures. The throughput is obtained as the mean number
of successful transmissions in slot si. Let Ai be a set of system states containing a station
in state (ST, 1). If a station is in state (ST, 1) during slot si, it is receiving a successful
broadcast of its own packet. Note that there is at most one station whose state is (ST, 1) in
slot Si. The throughput is then obtained as the mean number ofstations in state (ST,1) in
Ai. Thus, the throughput T becomes:
r= ^ 1xte,. (3-6)
Next, we obtain the transmission delay D. D is given in eq.(2-l) as a function of m,
the number of retransmissions required for a packet to be successfully transmitted. Its mean
and variance are given in eqs.(2-2) and (2-3), respectively. Since stations are homogeneous,
we focus on one station, say, test station, and obtain the delay distribution there without
loss of generality.
Assume that the test station belongs to channel 1. We observe the system at imbedded
points (i.e., slots si). Note that if the test station is in state IT, it is transmitting a new
packet. If the test station is in state (ST, 1), it is receiving a successful broadcast of its own
packet. Assume that the test station first visits state (ST, 1) in m -|- 1 transitions since it
entered state IT last time. Then m -j-1 is the number of transmissions required for the test
station to send a packet successfully. In other words, m is the number of retransmissions
required at the test station.
Now, let PBy,E(("i -I-1) denote the probability that the systemvisits state E/ for the first
time in m -h 1 transitions, given the initial state is Ej. PE,,E,(m + 1) is numerically obtained
by a simple calculation from P, the state transition probability matrix given in eq.(3-4).
This procedure is summarized in Appendix A.
Using PEy,Ei("i -h 1), we can obtain the mean and the vaxicince of m, the number of
retransmissions required for the test station to successfully transmit a packet, in the following
way. Let A2 be a set of system states where the test station is in state IT, or equivalently,
a set of system states where the test station is transmitting a new packet. Let A3 be a set
of system states where the test station is in state (ST, 1), or equivalently, a set of system
states where the test station is receivinga successful broadcast of its packet. Then the mean
and the variance of m become:
cr—l _ ^Bye.4j''•Ej(Z)ei€>13 ^m=0 "^Pb>,Ei("1-h 1))
£j[m\ = = , (3-7)
VarH = (3 _ 8)
where is a summation taken over all system states in Ai {i = 2,3). In eq. (3-7),
the term 2Zei€^3 I3m=o "^Pb>,ej(^ + 1) is the mean number of retransmissions required at
the test station, given that the initial system state is E^. Expectation is further taken over
all the different possible initial system states Ej. The second moment of m is derived in a
similar way, and the variance of m is given in eq (3-8).
Substituting eqs.(3-7) and (3-8) into eqs.(2-2) and (2-3), we can obtain the mean and
the variance of transmission delay D.
The analysis presented above is exact and holds for a slotted broadcast star network of
any size. This analysis is, however, computationally practical only for networks with a small
number of stations. For example, for a network with L = [ilj +1 = 2 and AT = 4, our
program requires 15.3 Mbytes memory space for double precision calculation. Therefore, in
the next section, an approximate analysis is presented for a network having a large number
of stations. The accuracy of approximation is examined through simulations in section 5.
4. Approximate Analysis of a Broadcast Star Network with a Finite Station
Population
In order to proceed, we develop an approximate analysis for a large broadcast star
network. We employ the following approximation to reduce the number of possible system
states so that the computation involved becomes tractable.
Uniform Access Approximation:
• Suppose there are a certain number of busy stations in the system at the beginning of
a slot in steady state. We assume that each of these busy stations accesses one of the
next L slots (including the current slot) with a uniform probability
In other words, we assume that the channel in which a busy station chooses to transmit is
independent of the channel it previously accessed. This is an approximation, since transmis
sions from a station are confined to a particular channel, as we saw in section 2. Accuracy
of this approximation will be examined through simulations in the numerical result section.
4.1 Conditional Moment of the Number of Retransmissions
As in section 3, we observe stations in channel 1 and obtain the performance measures
there without loss of generality. We will assume that i? > 1, and thus, the number of
channels is T > 2. The case of i? < 1 (i.e. L = \) will be addressed at the end of this
section.
Let (m) be the conditional probability that a packet (say, test packet) in channel 1
requires exactly m more retransmissions (in addition to the retransmissions the test packet
might have experienced so far) to be successfully transmitted, given that n\ packets (includ
ing the test packet itself) access channel 1. Note that if the test packet is a new packet which
arrived during the previous slot, m is the total number of retransmissions required for the
test packet to be successfully transmitted.
Pn,(m) can be obtained in the following way. When n\ packets (including the test packet
itself) are transmitted on the same channel, the probability that the test packet is selected
for a broadcast at the switch is Therefore, Pn,(0), the probability that the test packet
is successfully transmitted and suffers no more retransmissions, becomes:
•Pn.(0) =;)-. (4-1)
n\
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If the transmission fails (the probability of this is 1—^ ), the test packet is blocked at
the switch and is retransmitted in channel 1 of the next cycle. If ib {k = 0,1, -••, N —ni)
stations become busy in slot S£ of the current cycle, then, ni —1 packets (including the
test packet) left over from chainnel 1 of the current cycle, along with k new packets which
arrived in slot Si of the current cycle, will access channel 1 of the next cycle. Therefore, the
population of channel 1 of the next cycle becomes ni —1 + fc. The probability that the test
packet goes through m —1 additional retransmissions becomes —1). Let a„j ^
be the conditional probability that k stations become busy in slot si of the current cycle,
given that the population of channel 1 is n\ at the beginning of the current cycle. We have
the following recurrence relation:
j N-ni
•Pn,('Ti) = (l ) ^ - 1), for m> 1. (4-2)
Tl\
jt=0
Using Pni{m), we can obtain the moments of m, the number of retransmissions required
for the test packet to be successfully transmitted. Let Mj^^ be the /-th conditional moment
of m, given that n\ packets, including the test packet, access the same slot. Namely,
OO
^ni = (4 - 3)
m=0
From the definition, we have:
= 1 (ni = l,2,-..,^). (4-4)
From eqs.(4-l) and (4-2), we obtain the following recurrence relation for / > 1 and n\ > 1:
N-mMn, =Pn,(0)0' -I- ^ P„i(m)m' =5^(1 - ^) X] - l)m'
m=l m=l k=Q
= (')<-!+»+ Q<-.+»)• , (^-5)
Now we will obtain ani,Jfc» unknown term in eqs.(4-2) and (4-5). We first define events
Ar{k), Chl{ni), and Sy3{n):
• Ar(k) is the event where k stations become busy during slot si of the current cycle, or
equivalently, the event where the arrival of a new packet occurs at k idle stations during
slot si of the current cycle.
• Chl{ni) is the event where the population of channel 1 is ni at the beginning of the
current cycle.
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• Sys{n) is the event where the total number of busy stations is n at the beginning of the
current cycle.
Then, the conditional probability that k stations become busy during slot sjr of the
current cycle, given that the population of channel 1 is ni at the beginning of the current
cycle, is given by:
ani,k = Pr[Ar(^)|C/il(ni)]
=f: Pr(Ar(i:)A5!,^(n)|CM(n,)l =T P'lMh) ASysjn) AChljn,)]
n-S. i;. Pr[CM(n.)|
1 ^
^ Pr[Cfel(ni)] ^ (Pr[^7-(A:)|5ys(n) AC/il(ni)]Pr[5j/s(n) AC/il(ni)])
1 ^
Pr[C/il(ni)] E {Fr[Ar{k)\Sys{n) AC/il(ni)]Pr[C/il(ni)|5ys(n)]Pr[5ys(n)]).
n=ni
(4 - 6)
By noting that
N
Pr[C/il(ni)] = (Pr[C/tl(ni)|5ys(n)]Pr[5ys(n)]), (4-7)
n=ni
the unknown terms in eq.(4-6) are Pr[Ar(A;)|5ys(n) AC/il(ni)], Pr[C^l(ni)|6'ys(n)], and
Pr[5ys(n)]. These unknown terms are obtained below.
Pr[/4r(A:)|5ys(n) AChl{n\)] is the probability that k stations become busy during slot
SL of the current cycle, given that there are a total of n busy stations at the beginning of the
current cycle and that ni of these n busy stations are transmitting in channel 1. Derivation
of this term is summarized in Appendix B.
Pr[C/il(ni)|5'ys(n)] is the probability that n\ stations are transmitting in channel 1
of the current cycle, given that there are a total of n busy stations in the system at the
beginning of the current cycle. This probability can be easily obtained by using the Uniform
Access Approximation, where a busy station is assumed to choose a slot randomly from the
next L slots and transmit in that slot:
Pr[CM(n,)|Sj»(A)| =(„")(^r(l " (4 -8)
Pr[5'ys(n)] is the probability that there are a total of n busy stations in the system at
the beginning of the current cycle. This probability is obtained below. Let £n denote the
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state in which there are n busy stations in the system at the beginning of a cycle, and let
7r„ denote the steady state probability for a system to be in state We first obtain the
transition probability pij for a system state to move from Si to Sj.
Assume that there are i busy stations and N —i idle stations in the system at the
beginning of the current cycle. If / (/ = 0,1, •••, t) stations out of i busy stations become
idle in the current cycle (call this probability a,(/)), there axe N - i + I idle stations which
can potentially generate packets in the current cycle and thus become busy. U k (k —
0,1, ••• , N —i + I) of these N —i + I idle stations become busy in fact (let this probability
be /3ff^i^i{k)), there will he i —I + k busy stations at the beginning of the next cycle. By
taking a summation over all possible values of I and k with the condition i —I + k = j, we
have the transition probability pij from state E,- in the current cycle to Ej in the next cycle
given by:
Pii = Pr|E,|Ei| = ^
i-l+k=j,l>0,k>0
(4-9)
The derivation of q,(/) and is presented in Appendix C.
The probability distribution of the numberof busy stations at the beginning of a cycle in
steady state, 7r„ = Pr[5ys(n)], is obtained by numerically solving the following set of linear
equations:
(ttotti ••• = (ttotti •••xat) / poo POl • PON \
Pio Pll ' Pin
\PNO PNl • • PNN /
Nf^TTi =1.
1=0
(4 - 10)
(4-11)
Since we have already obtained all the unknown terms from eq.(4-6), Pr[Ar(A:) 152/3(71) A
CAl(ni)], Pr[C/il(ni)|52/s(n)], and Pr[5ys(n)], we have completed the derivation of the
probability flm.it*
Once the probability is known, using eqs.(4-4) and (4-5), we can obtain the
/-th conditional moment of m for the given population of channel 1 (ni). In the following
subsection, we obtain the distribution for the given population ni.
4.2 Distribution of the Number of Packets in a Channel
In the above subsection, we obtained the conditional moments of the number of required
retransmissions m for a given value of ni. In this section, we observe slots immediately
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following the arrival of a new packet (test packet), and obtain the numberof packets accessing
those slots. Again, without loss of generality, we observe slots belonging to channel 1. Note
that to obtain transmission delay D, we need the population size of channel 1 considering
only those slots which follow the arrival of a new packet. We do not consider randomly
chosen slots.
We note that the population of channel 1 in randomly chosen slots has already been
obtained in eq.(4-7) cis Pr[C/il(ni)]. Here, let 0„i denote the same probability, i.e., =
Pr[C/il(ni)]. Using eqs.(4-7), (4-8) and (4-10), becomes:
Now, we obtain the distribution of the population of channel 1 in slots which immediately
follow the arrival of a new packet. Let us define Nwtx as the following event:
• Nwtx is the event where a packet arrives at a station (say, test station) during slot sl
(the last slot of a cycle) and is accepted in its buffer.
Note that this test packet will be transmitted in slot si of the next cycle. Note also
that packets arriving at busy stations are lost. We observe the system in slots immediately
following the event Nwtx. In other words, we observe the system only in slots where an
initial transmission of a new packet occurs. These slots will be referred to as observation
slots.
Let denote the steady state probability that there are ni busy stations in observation
slots. Remember that Chl(i) hjis been defined as the event where the population size of
channel 1 is i, and that Sy3{n) has been defined as the event where n stations are busy at
the beginning of the current cycle. Let us define Chl'{ni) as the following event:
• Chl'(ni) is the event where ni stations (including the test station) transmit in si of the
next cycle.
Then is given by:
Qi .11 'PT[Chl'{ni) ANwtx]e„,=Pr[Ckl'M\NvU]= 5
_ Srio Pr[Cfel'(ni) ANwtx AC/il(i)]
Pr[7Viwta:]
_ E"=o Pv[Nwtx\Chl'{ni) AC/tl(f)] P^[CfeP(nl)|C;^l(0]Pr[C;^l(^^)]
Pr[A''ti;ta;] (4 - 13)
Pr[Cfel(i)] in eq(4-13) is 9i given in eq.(4-12). The other unknown terms in eq.(4-13)
are obtained below.
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Pr[C/il'(ni)|CAl(z)] is the conditional probability that, given i packets accessing slot si
of the current cycle, ni packets access slot si of the next cycle. If z > 1, this probability is
equal to the probability of having a new arrival at rzi —z+ 1 idle stations during slot si of
the current cycle. If z= 0, this is equal to the probability of having a new arrival at nj idle
stations during slot si o{ the current cycle. Therefore,
where is the probability that a new arrival occurs at k idlestations during slot s/; of the
current cycle, given that the population size of channel 1 is z at the beginning of the current
cycle, a, jt heis been obtained in subsection 4.1.
Pr[A'^ iz;/x|CAl'(ni) A CAl(z)] is the probability that a new packet arrives at the test
station during slot s/; of the current cycle, given that i packets access slot si of the current
cycle, and that n\ packets access slot si of the next cycle.
Note that there are either ni —z+ 1 (if z > 1) or rzi (if z = 0) stations which have a new
arrival during slot si of the current cycle. Recall that there are a total of N stations on the
network. PT[Nwtx\Chl'{ni) ACAl(z)], the probability that the test station is one of these
stations having an arrival during slot si, is given by:
Pr[iVu,(i|CAl'(n,) ACAl{i)l =| Ki!J• (« "15)
The last unknown term in eq.(4-13), PrlNwtx] is obtained in the following way. Let
Sysi{n) denote the following event:
• Sysi{n) is the event where there are n busy stations in the system during slot si of the
current cycle.
Pr[N'i«ix] becomes:
N N
PT[Nwtx] = Pr[Arzz7tx ASysi{n)] = Pr[N"tt;tx|5ysx(n)]Pr[5'ys^(n)]. (4 —16)
n=0 n=0
Pr[A/^iz;ix|5y3£(n)] in the above equation is the probability that a new packet arrives
at the test station during slot si and is accepted in its buffer, given that there are n busy
stations in the system during slot si. A new packet arrives at the test station with the
probability q. If there are a total of n busy stations in the system, the probability that the
test station is busy is Therefore, the probability that the test station is idle and can
accept a new packet is 1 —77. Thus, we have:
PT[Nwtx\Sy3L(n)] =q{l - ^). (4 - 17)
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Pr[5yai(n)] in eq.(4-16) is the probability that there are n busy stations in the system
during slot si. Since all the channels are statistically identical in steady state, this probability
is the same as Xn, the steady state probability that there are n busy stations in the system
during slot si. has been obtained in eqs. (4-10) and (4-11). Therefore, Pr[./Vu;fx] in
eq.(4-13) becomes:
Pr[A''ti;tx] = q{l - (4 - 18)
Substituting all the unknown terms obtained above into eq.(4-13), we can finally obtain
as follows:
al _ ^Oni.O^O + ^,=1
^n=o9(^
Once is obtained, we can obtain the /-th moment of the number of retransmissions
m required for a new packet to be successfully transmitted by using values of given in
eq.(4-5). The/-th moment becomes:
N
£[m'] = (MiJ = Y. • (-l - S")
ni=0
Note that Mj^^ is the /-th conditional moment of m for a given value of ni. £lni['] denotes
the expectation over ni.
From eqs.(4-20) and (2-1), we now know the statistics of the delay D. If the mean and
variance of the delay is of primary interest, then they are given by eqs.(2-2) and (2-3) with
the following equations:
E[m] = Vor[m] = - (FJnjM^J)^ (4-21)
Note that given n busy stations, the test station is busy with probability Further
note that since packets arriving at a busy station are lost, the loss probability Pioss due to
buffer overflow becomes:
. N
•fio" = E (^-22)
n=0
Since the offered load to the system is Nq, we have the throughput T as the following:
T = Nq{l-Pi,„).. (4-23)
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Recall that, in the case of R < 1, there is only one logical channel. Thus, we need not
employ the Uniform Access Approximation, and the analysis becomes exact. For the case of
R < 1, eq.(4-6) is replaced by:
~ (4 - 24)
5. Numerical Results
In this section we show numerical results for a broadcast star network based on the
analyses presented in sections 3 and 4. We also show simulation results to examine the
accuracy of the approximation made in section 4. We present the results graphically with
the unit of time equal to one slot.
5.1 Finite Station Population: Small System
For a broadcast star network with a small station population, the throughput, the mean
delay, and the variance of delay can be obtained through the exact analysis presented in
section 3. However, due to the computational limitations associated with the exact analysis,
the broadcast star we examine in this subsection is rather small. It has a maximum of
4 stations. The propagation delay R is assumed to be 1.0, thus the number of channels
L = [i2J + 1 is 2. R denotes the round trip propagation time between a station and the
switch (measured in slots). For instance, R equals 5.0 with a channel speed of IG bits/sec
and a packet length of 1000 bits, if the round trip distance between a station and the switch
is 1000 meters, and the signal propagation speed is 2 x 10® m/sec.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the throughput T, the mean delay E[D\, and the variance
of delay Var[D] for various values of N (the number of stations) as a function of q, the
probability of a new packet arrival at a station. Along with the values from the exact
analysis presented in section 3, the results from the approximate analysis in section 4 are
shown in these figures. Exact results and approximations are shown by solid linesand dashed
lines, respectively. (Note: since the variance of delay equcds zero in the case of iV = 1, it is
not shown in Figure 4.)
The following can be seen from the throughput values obtained through the exact analysis
in Figure 2. In the cases of = 1 and 2, the throughput increases slowly to the maximum
values as q increases. The maximum throughput for the case of iV = 1 is |. This can easily
be seen from the following discussion. Since there is only one station in the system, each
transmission always succeeds. Assume that a station transmits in slot 1. The transmission is
successful, and the station receives a broadcast of its packet in slot 2. If a new packet arrives
at a station during slot 2, it will be lost. (This follows from our preliminary assumptions.)
A new arrival in slot 3 is accepted and is transmitted in slot 4. This transmission succeeds.
Therefore, under a heavy traffic situation, there is a successful trajismission in every third
slot, and the throughput becomes 4. The maximum throughput in the case of iV = 2 is
O 43. This is because each of the two stations contributes j to the total throughput. In the
case of iV = 3, the throughput increases rather rapidly to the maximum throughput 1.0 as 9
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increcises. In such a case, ail the channels are completely utilized under heavy traffic. In the
case of iV = 4, the throughput increases rather rapidly until q becomes 0.5 and then slowly
rises to the maximum throughput 1.0 as q increases.
In Figure 2, values from the approximation analysis closely agree with those from the
exact analysis at cill the values of q, when A'' is 1 and 2. For N = 3 and 4, our approximation
is good in the area where q is smaller than 0.6. When q is larger than 0.6, our approximation
underestimates the throughput. We conjecture an explanation of this difference as follows.
When traffic is heavy, it is very likely that there is a new packet arrival at a station immedi
ately after the completion of the current transmission. This introduces a strong co-relation
between the channel that a station currently belongs to and the channel that the station will
use next. This co-relation among the channels breaks the Uniform Access Approximation
made in section 4. However, as we will see later in Figures 5, 6, and 7, our approximations
becomes more accurate when a network is larger.
Figures 3 and 4 show the mean and the variance of delay as a function of q for various
values of N, the number of stations. In Figure 3, the delay in the case of TV = 1 is a constant
2.0, because there is no contention. In cases of iV = 2 and 3, the mean delay slightly increases
up to a certain maximum value and then decreases as q increases. In Figure 4, the same
trend can be seen. The variance of delay first increases, then starts decreasing as q increases
for the N = 2,3 cases. This decrease in the mean and the variance of delay can be explained
by "regularity" of transmissions which appear in a heavy traffic situation. As an example,
let's consider a network with 3 stations. Consider an extreme case where 9 = 1, the case
in which a new packet arrives at each station during every slot. As shown in the example
used in Figure 2, once a station succeeds in transmission, its transmissions are confined to
a sequence of slots commencing with the slot where the first successful transmission occurs.
Transmission by this station continues with every third slot thereafter unless some other
station seizes the channel. Therefore, once the three stations have successful transmissions
in three successive slots (i.e., station a succeeds in slot i, station b in slot f + 1, station c in
slot i + 2), stations are locked into this situation, and each station continues to succeed in
every third slot. Because of this regularity in transmissions, the mean and the variance of
delay decreases as q continues to increase beyond some value.
Figures 3 and 4 show that the mean and the variance of delay from the approximation
agree very well with those from the exact analysis.
5.2 Finite Station Population: Large System
Due to the computational limitations of the exact analysis, we use the approximate
analysis given in section 4 and investigate the performance of a broadcast star with a large
station population. Note the analysis in section 4 is exact in the case of < 1.0 and is
approximate in the case of > 1.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the throughput T, the mean delay E[D], and the variance of
delay Var[D] as a function of the arrival probability q for various values of N. R is assumed
to be 5.0 in these figures. Results from the approximate analysis are shown as real lines.
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Simulation results are also shown and are indicated by symbols.
The following can be seen from the simulated throughputs in Figure 5. For a given
value of iV, the throughput first rapidly increases, and then slowly approaches the maximum
throughput of1.0, as 9 increases. As the number ofstations N becomes larger, the through
put becomes larger for the same arrival probability q. This is because the total input to the
network (Nq) is larger for a given value of q, if the value of N is larger.
In Figure 5, the throughput values from the approximate analysis agree well with the
simulation results when the value of N is large. Even when N is small, values from the
approximation and simulations agree well except for heavy traffic situations (i.e., the area
where the throughput value is larger than 0.8.). The reason for this difference is explained
in the previous subsection. (See the discussion for Figure 2).
In Figure 6, the mean delay rapidly increases as q increases, and then levels off. This
is due to the fact that the system is a loss system where packets arriving at stations which
already have packets are simply lost. In Figure 7, the variance of delay rapidly increases and
stays at a certain maximum value as q increases.
Figures 6 and 7show that the meanand the variance ofdelay given by the approximations
agree very well with the simulation results over the whole range of possible q.
90% confidence intervals for some of the simulation results used in Figures 6 and 7 are
shown in Table 1. It can be easily seen that confidence intervals for the simulation results are
very small. This is true with the simulation results in the other figures, and thus confidence
intervals are not shown in the figures.
Figure 8 shows the mean delay E[D] as a function of the throughput T for the same
networks in Figures 5 to 7. Simulation results arealso shown and axe indicated bysymbols. In
addition, for comparison purposes, the mean delay for an infinite population case is obtained
from the analysis presented in the companion paper [11] and is shown in this figure. The
only difference between an infinite population and a finite population case in this figure is
the number of stations. All the other parameter values are kept the same.
In Figure 8, the mean delay stays small until the throughput becomes 0.8. Beyond that
point, throughput increases rapidly to N in the finite population case, and to infinity in
the infinite population case. For a given value of throughput, as the number of stations N
increases (in the finite population case), the mean delay increases and approaches the delay
of the infinite station population case.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the performance of a new network architecture based on col
lision avoidance: the broadcast star network. This network has the potential of combining
the benefits of random access (low delay when traffic is light; simple, distributed, and there
fore robust protocols) with excellent network utilization. We developed an exact analysis
for a network with a finite station population. Due to the computationally demanding na
ture of the exact analysis, this analysis is practical only for networks with a small number
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of stations. Therefore, an approximate analysis is also presented for a network having a
large number of stations. Through simulations, we show that the approximate analysis gives
accurate estimates of the throughput, the mean, and the variance of transmission delay.
Through numeric<il results, we show that a collision avoidance broadcast star network
obtains the maximum throughput of 1. Numerical results also show that the broadcast star
network provides small transmission delays where the throughput is smaller than 0.8, even
when the propagation delay between stations and the switch is long. Therefore, a broadcast
star network is suitable for high speed networking environments in which the propagation
delay on a transmission line becomes large compared to packet transmission time.
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Appendix A. Derivation of pej,ei("^ + 1)
PEj,Ei{^ + 1) denotes the probability that the system visits E/ for the first time in m + 1
transitions, given the initial state is Ej. This probability is numerically obtained from P, the
state transition probability matrix given in eq.(3-4), by following the algorithm described
below;
1. Observe that the (j,/)-element of the transition probability matrix P is Pej,ei(1)-
2. Replace the {j, /)-element of P with zero. This eliminates the one step transition from
Ej to E/. Let Pi denote the resulting matrix.
3. Calculate Pk-iP {k = 2,3, •••,oo), and observe that the (j,/)-element of Pk-iP is
PEj,Ei{k). Replace the {j, /)-element of Pk-\P with zero, and let Pk denote the resulting
matrix.
Then, the (j, /)-element of matrix P^P gives the probability PEy,E(("i + 1).
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Appendix B. Derivation of Pr[Ar(A:)|5y5(n) AChl{ni)]
Pr[Ar(i)|S'j/5(n) AC/il(ni)] is the probability that the arrival of a new packet occurs at
k idle stations during slot Si of the current cycle, given that the population of channel 1 at
the beginning of the current cycle is ni and that the total number of busy stations at the
beginning of the current cycle is n.
In order to obtain Pr[Ar(A:)|S'j/s(n) ACAl(ni)], we first consider the stations which can
contribute to the traffic in slot of the current cycle. They are:
• stations which are idle with no packet to send at the beginning of the current cycle (there
are N —n such stations, if n stations are busy at the beginning of the current cycle),
and
• stations which become idle in slots from S2 through si of the current cycle.
Note that if we consider channels 2 through L of the previous cycle and we count the number
of busy channels, we have also counted the number of stations which will change to an idle
state in slots from 53 through of the current cycle. This can be easily seen from the
following discussion. A station transmitting a packet finds the outcome of its transmission
attempt R slots later, and once it finds the transmission successful, it becomes idle and ready
to generate a new packet. Therefore, stations which succeeded in transmission in slots from
52 through SL in the previous cycle can become idle and ready to generate a new packet in
slots from 32 through of the current cycle. The number of such stations is equal to that
of busy channels in channels from 2 to T in the previous cycle, since there is always one
successful transmission in a busy channel.
Pr[Ar(fc)|5ys(n) A C/il(ni)] can be obtained in the following way. Assume that the
population of channel 1 at the beginning of the current cycle is ni (event C/il(ni)) and that
the total number of busy stations in the system at the beginning of the current cycle is n
(event Sys{n)). Assume that the arrival of a new packet occurs at k idle stations during
slot SL of the current cycle (event Ar{k)). Assume further that k' out of these k stations are
among those which become idle during the current cycle (fromslots 32 through Si), and that
the remaining k —k' stations are among those which are idle at the beginning of the current
cycle. Let us define T3uc(l), Arl(k', I) and Ar2{k —k', N —n) as the following events:
• Tsuc{l) is the event where / (0 < / < L—1) stations become idle during slots from 32 to 5^
of the current cycle, or equivalently, an event where there are I successful transmissions
in channels 2 to L of the previous cycle. Note that if there are n busy stations at the
beginning of the current cycle and if there are n\ busy stations during slot si of the
current cycle, there were n —ni busy stations during slots 53 through S£ of the previous
cycle. Therefore, / is less than or equal to n —ni.
• Ar\{k'^ I) is the event where k' {0 < k' < I) stations among the I stations which become
idle in the current cycle generate a new packet in slot si of the current cycle.
• Ar2{k —k',N —n) is the event where, among the N —n idle stations at the beginning
of the current cycle, k —k' {0 < k— k' < N —n) stations generate a new packet in slot
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Si of the current cycle.
Then, Pr[v4r(A:)|5j/s(n) AC/il(ni)] is given by the following;
Pr[Ar(fe)|5j/s(n) AC/il(ni)]
= (Pr[i4r2(fc —A:', —n)]
0<fc-fc'<iV-n,ifc>0,it'>0
X Pr[i4rl(fc',/) I Tsuc{l)] xPt[Tsuc{1) | j)j/s(n) AC/il(ni)]).
k'<l<min(L —l,n—ni)
(B-l)
In the above equation, summations are taken over all possible values of k' and /.
Probabilities which appear ontheright hand side ofeq.(B-l) areobtained below. Pr[Ar2(A:-
k',N - n)] is the probability that, among N - n idle stations at the beginning of a cycle,
k —k' stations have a new packet arrival during slot s^. Since the probability that a station
does not have any arrivals from slots si through S£_i but has an arrival during slot S£ is
(1 - the first term on the right hand side of eq.(B-I) becomes:
Pr(Xr2(fc-k',N-n)] = ((1 - x (1 - (1 -
(B-2)
The second term in eq.(B-l), Pr[24rl(fc',/) | Tsuc{l) ], is the conditional probability
that k' stations among I stations generate a new packet during slot si of the current cycle,
given that these I stations became idle during some slots S2 through si of the current cycle.
Using the Uniform Access Approximation described at the beginning of section 4, these I
stations are uniformly distributed over slots S2 through sl- There are (^7^) possible ways
to distribute these I stations over L —1 slots. If one of these I stations becomes idle in the
middle of the current cycle, say, in slot (2 < 6,- < L, 1 < i < I), the probability that
there is no packet ajrival during slots sj. through but there is a packet arrival during
slot SL at that station is ^(1 —q)^~ '^. Therefore, the probability that k' stations (among I
stations) have an axrival only during slot is
By taking a summation over all possible ways to distribute k' stations and k —k' stations
among slots S2 through ai in such a way that no more than one station falls in one slot,
Pr[Arl(fc',/) I Tsuc(/) ] becomes:
Pr[Arl(i', I) ITauc(l) ]= ^ H " l)'"'') 11
V I ) ii€5i l<i<k' k'<i<l
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(5-3)
where B\ is a set of / integers bi (i = 1,2,...,/) which satisfy
Bi = {integers 6,- :/ = 1,2, •••,/, 6,- 7^ 6_,(if t ^ ;),
2 hi < b2 < ••• < bifi < L,2 < < />ifc'+2 < ''' ^ bi < L}.
Note that in eq.(B-3) takes a summation over all possible ways to distribute k'
stations and k —k' stations among slots S2 through si.
The last term on the right hand side of eq.(B-l), Pr[Tsuc(/)|5t/s(h) A C/il(ni)], is ob
tained in the following way. Assume that the total number of busy stations in the system
at the beginning of the current cycle is n (event Sys{n)) and that ni out of these n busy
stations belong to channel 1 (event C/il(ni)). The remaining n —n\ busy stations belong to
channels other than 1. There are {L —1 possible ways to distribute these n —n\ busy
stations over L —\ channels. Among these {L —1)"""! possible ways, there are
ways to distribute n —ni busy stations among L —1 channels in such a way that there are
only / busy channels (among L—1channels). Here, (^7^) number of possible ways to
choose / channels from L —1 channels, and for a given value of /, gn-ni,l is the number of
possible ways to distribute n —ni busy stations among / channels in such a way that each of
the / channels contains at lea^t one busy station. gn-ni,l is obtained by solving the following
recurrence relation:
9i,l = 1, (5-4)
(5-5)
Note that Y!s=i 09i,3 is the number of all possible ways to distribute i stations over s
channels, and thus, is equal to I*. From the above discussion,
Pr[r^uc(;)|S!,3(n) ACM(n,)I = (B-6)
Finally, Pr[Ar(fc)|5'ys(n) A Ch\{n\)] can be obtained by substituting eqs.(B-2), (B-3)
and (B-6) into eq.(B-l).
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Appendix C. Derivation of p,j in eq. (4-9)
In this appendix, we obtain probabilities q;,(/) and which appear in eq. (4-9).
Oii{l) is the conditional probability that, given i stations are busy at the beginning of the
current cycle, / stations out of i busy stations become idle in the current cycle. There are L'
possible ways to distribute i busy stations over L channels. Among these L* possible ways,
there are ways to distribute i busy stations among L channels in such a way that
there are only / busy channels (among Lchannels). Here, (j) is the number of possible ways
to choose I channels from L channels, and for a given value of /, gn is the number of possible
ways to distribute i busy stations among / channels in such a way that each of the I channels
contains at least one busy station. Qi i is obtained by solving the recurrence relation given
by eqs.(B-4) and (B-5). Therefore,
a.(/) =ii|f^. (C-l)
is the probability that k out oi N - i + I idle stations become busy in the
current cycle, given that there are i busy stations at the beginning of the current cycle and
that / out of these i stations become idle in the current cycle. Assume that k' out of k
stations are among the / stations which become busy in the current cycle (let fi{k') denote
this probability), and that the remaining k - k' stations are among the N -i stations which
are idle at the beginning of the current cycle (let 6i{k - k') denote this probability). Note
that A:' —0,1, •••, k. Then, /3Ar-i+/(A;) is given by:
0N-i+l{k) = ^ 'yi{k')Si{k - k'). {C -2)
0<k'<k
7/(A:') in the above equation is the conditional probability that k' stations generate a
new packet in the current cycle, given that these k' stations are among the / stations which
become idle in the current cycle. Using the Uniform Access Approximation, these I stations
are uniformly distributed over slots si through sl- Therefore, there are (f) possible ways
to distribute these I stations over L slots. If a station (among these / stations) becomes
idle in the middle of the current cycle, say, in slot sj. (1 <6,- < L, I < i < I), the
probability that there is no packet arrival during some slot sj. through si at that station
is (1 — eind the probability that the station becomes busy is 1 —(1 —
Therefore, the probability that k' stations (among 1stations) have an arrival in the current
cycle is /<,<j(l —(1 — 'O- By taking a summation over all
possible ways to distribute k' stations and k —k' stations among slots si through sl in such
a way that no more than one station falls in one slot, 7/(A;') becomes,
=TIT E {n n (1 - (1 - if*"''")}' (0- 3)
V/>' bi€B2 l<i<k' k'<i<l
where
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B2 = {integers 6,-, i = 1,2, •••, /, 6i ^ 6_,(if i j),
1^ 6i < 62 <•••< b^i < Z, 1 < ifcz+i < &jfc'+2 < ••• < 6/ ^ L}.
Note the summation J36ie5s taken over eill possible patterns of distributing k' stations
and I —k' stations in such a way that no more than one station falls in one slot.
Si{k —k') in eq.(C-2) is the conditional probability that, given N —i stations are idle
at the beginning of the current cycle, k —k' o{ N —i stations remain idle at the end of the
current cycle. This probability is obtained as follows. The probability that an idle station
(at the beginning of the current cycle) remains idle until the end of the current cycle is
(1 —q)^. Therefore, the probability that an idle station becomes active during the current
cycle is 1—(1 —q)^. There are {^Sk') ways to choose k—k' stations from N —i stations
which are idle at the beginning of the current cycle. Therefore, 6i{k —k') is given by;
Mk - k') =(f_7,)(l - (1 - (c _4)
Substituting eqs.(C-3) and (C-4) into eq.(C-2), we can obtain Once we obtain
Q!,(/) (eq.(C-l)) and we can obtain pij from eq.(4-9).
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Fig.l Example of Packet Transmission in a Broadcast Star (R = 3.5)
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Fig.3
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Fig.3 Mean Transmission Delay in a Small Broadcast Star
(i2=l,iV = 1,2,3,4)
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Fig.4 Variance of Transmission Delay in a Small Broadcast Star
(i2=l,iV = 1,2,3,4)
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Table 1 K. Goto, T. Suda
Table 1. Simulation Results with 90% Confidence Intervals
(Slotted Broadcast Star with Finite Station Population, N = ICQ, i? = 5)
9 Mean delay Variance of delay
0.001 6.348 ±0.02879 2.458 ±0.29540
0.010 19.729 ±0.28503 561.889 ±23.7824
0.020 54.149 ±0.43573 6042.476 ±509.065
0.900 97.860 ±0.16871 44418.495 ±5237.66
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